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Executive Summary

• Learning Objects Repository
  – Faculty; students
• Started 2008 at TDL
• Init. August 2009
  – Use cases, analysis in progress
• Init. May 2010
  – Beta version
Development process

• Developers
  – 4 full-time

• Time

• Result
  – Version 0.7

• Methodology
  – scrum
Production Process

• Deployment
  – 1 beta version

• Documentation
  – https://wikis.tdl.org/tdl/Learning_Objects_Repository

• Groups
  – TxLOR Workflow Group
  – TxLOR Metadata Group
Deployment Architecture
Future Plans

- Development
  - Primarily hardening of existing features
- Production
  - Deployment by init. Autumn
  - Import of existing items from other LORs
For more information about the TDL, please visit the Texas Digital Library website at http://www.tdl.org or contact us at info@tdl.org.